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ABSTRACT

This thesis work designs and implements a wearable system to recognize physical
activities and detect fall in real time. Recognizing people’s physical activity has a broad
range of applications. These include helping people maintaining their energy balance by
developing health assessment and intervention tools, investigating the links between
common diseases and levels of physical activity, and providing feedback to motivate
individuals to exercise. In addition, fall detection has become a hot research topic due to
the increasing population over 65 throughout the world, as well as the serious effects and
problems caused by fall.
In this work, the Sun SPOT wireless sensor system is used as the hardware platform
to recognize physical activity and detect fall. The sensors with tri-axis accelerometers are
used to collect acceleration data, which are further processed and extracted with useful
information. The evaluation results from various algorithms indicate that Naive Bayes
algorithm works better than other popular algorithms both in accuracy and
implementation in this particular application.
This wearable system works in two modes: indoor and outdoor, depending on user’s
demand. Naive Bayes classifier is successfully implemented in the Sun SPOT sensor. The
results of evaluating sampling rate denote that 20 Hz is an optimal sampling frequency in
this application. If only one sensor is available to recognize physical activity, the best
location is attaching it to the thigh. If two sensors are available, the combination at the
left thigh and the right thigh is the best option, 90.52% overall accuracy in the experiment.
For fall detection, a master sensor is attached to the chest, and a slave sensor is
attached to the thigh to collect acceleration data. The results show that all falls are
successfully detected. Forward, backward, leftward and rightward falls have been
distinguished from standing and walking using the fall detection algorithm. Normal
physical activities are not misclassified as fall, and there is no false alarm in fall detection
while the user is wearing the system in daily life.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, the motivation of physical activity recognition as well as fall detection
is introduced. Then the characteristics of fall are discussed before an effective fall
detection approach is proposed. Five main challenges in the thesis work are to be
discussed. Finally the objective and structure of this thesis work are given.

1.1

Motivation of physical activity recognition

Physical activity has been defined as “any bodily movement produced by skeletal
muscles that results in energy expenditure” [1]. The energy expenditure can be measured
in kilocalories. Physical activity in daily life can be categorized into sitting, standing,
lying, walking, walking up the stairs, running etc. Physical activity recognition involves
the use of modern technology to automatically recognize different activities and
recording relevant information [2].
There are numerous applications of physical activity recognition. Automatic
recognizing physical activity helps people maintain their energy balance and stay
physically fit and healthy by developing health assessment and intervention tools [3]. It is
valuable to investigate the links between common diseases and levels of physical activity.
Cardiovascular disease and diabetes mellitus and depression are reported to be related to
physical inactivity [2]. Although self-reporting is employed to quantify physical activity,
fully automated activity classification which is more reliable and easy to implement is
considered as the optimal solution.
1

Activity recognition systems are also used to provide feedback to motivate
individuals to adhere to daily or weekly physical activity targets [2]. The information
provided by the system can evaluate the levels of physical activity and analyze the reason
why people choose to exercise. Accurately recognizing physical activity helps to improve
the treatment and differential diagnosis of neurological, degenerative and respiratory
disorders. Automatic activity classification systems have been used in patients with
Parkinson’s disease. Researchers acquire the vertical linear acceleration of the left shank
by an ankle-mounted sensor array that transmits data wirelessly to a pocket PC [4]. The
systems are used to access the physical activity levels in patients with multiple sclerosis,
osteoarthritis and chronic pulmonary disease. They are also used to assess effectiveness
of medical treatments [2]. Functional parameters, such as gait speed and energy
expenditure can be also estimated by physical activity information.

1.2

Motivation of fall detection

Fall detection has become a hot research topic due to the increasing population over
65 throughout the world, as well as the serious effects and problems caused by fall. “A
fall is often defined as a sudden and unintentional change in position resulting in an
individual landing at a lower level such as on an object, the floor, or the ground, with or
without injury” [5]. Since the population of the elderly increases, the number of falls and
fall-related injuries are expected to increase proportionally. Unless effective fall
prevention approaches are proposed and implemented, the personal and societal costs of
falls will steadily increase with the aging population [6].
Population aging is a common feature of developed countries. With the development
of society, better living conditions as well as more advanced medical technologies, never
before in history have people lived so long. In seven developed countries (Canada,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States), the average
percentage of the population live over 65 is expected to grow from 15% to 27% in the
next 50 years. When more and more people over 65, their physical and mental health
tends to deteriorate. So they need more nursing care and other healthcare services [7].
2

In Canada, people born in the 1960 can expect to live 20 years longer than Canadians
who were born in the 1900. The birth rates also have declined, so that the proportion of
the population over 65 increases. By the year 2031, approximately 20% of Canada's
population, i.e., one in five will be seniors. Figure 1.1 shows Canada’s aging population
from 1900 to 2030, according to Statics Canada (as cited in [8]). Furthermore, researchers
assort seniors into the young-old, the middle-old and the old-old, and by 2031 the old-old
are estimated to make up 45% of the elderly [8], which means more health care are
needed. With the growing problem of rising health care costs, many people worry that the
increasing burden is put on the Canadian health care system.

Figure 1.1 Canada’s aging population [8]
The effects and problems of falls are serious. “Falls are the second leading cause,
after motor vehicle collisions, of injury-related hospitalizations for all ages, accounting
for 29% of injury admissions [9].” Falls cause 85% of injury hospitalizations in the age
group of 65 and over [10]. More seriously, falls cause more than 90% of all hip fractures
and 20% die within a year of the fracture [11]. Even without an injury, falls can lead to a
loss in confidence and curtailment of activities, which can cause a decline in health and
function and contribute to future falls with more serious outcomes [12]. Figure 1.2 shows
the Canadian old people age over 65, self-reported falls resulting in injury, by type of
injury [5]. From the Figure 1.2, 37% injuries happen at the hip, thigh, knee, lower leg,
ankle as well as foot; 17% injuries happen at the wrist and hand. Every year, one in three
Canadian seniors will fall at least once. Hip fractures are the most common type of fall
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injury among seniors, and about 20 percent of injury
injury-related
related deaths among seniors can be
traced back to a fall [13].
fractures
tures and head injuries are serious effects
For the elderly people themselves, hip frac
which may cause accidental death. For government and medical organizations,
organization an
effective approach to avoid and prevent fall among the elderly is able to reduce
expenditure and decrease the pressure of shortage of healthcare personnel. “A 20%
reduction in falls would translate to an estimated 7,500 fewer hospitalizations and 1,800
fewer permanently disabled seniors. The overall national savings could amount to $138
million annually”,, according to SMARTRISK [5].
Since there are many serious effects caused by falls, an efficient system that is
designed to detect falls and prevent falls will benefit the society. In order to reduce falls,
the most critical thing is to detect falls accurately before triggering a certain protection
system so that the elderly who are wearing the system can be protected.

Self-reported
reported falls resulting in injury, by type of injury
Upper or lower
back / upper or
lower spine
14%

Chest / abdomen /
pelvis
7%

Multiple sites
Eyes / head / neck
3%
6%
Shoulder / upper
arm
12%
Elbow / lower arm
4%
Wrist / hand
17%

Hip / thigh, knee /
lower leg / ankle /
foot
37%

Figure 1.2 Self-reported falls
alls resulting in injury, by type of injury, age
ge 65+, Canada,
2002/03 [5]
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1.3

Characteristics of fall

Based on the direction, falls can be sorted as: forward, backward, leftward and
rightward fall. Lord et al. [14] found that 82% of falls occurred from the standing height,
which means detecting falls from daily physical activities such as standing and walking is
the most important issue. Previous research has shown that 60% of falls in elderly people
are in forward direction [15] , while backward fall cannot be ignored due to its related
serious injuries [16]. Leftward and rightward falls also potentially fracture elderly
people’s hip with serious consequences when they happen [17].
Based on the falling height, falls can be divided into three types: fall from lying; fall
from sitting and fall from standing or walking. Since fall from lower height causes less
severe effect to the elderly, we only discuss fall from standing or walking, which is the
leading cause of bone fracture and related injuries.
Some characteristics of fall are listed below [18]:
(a). A fall lasts 1 to 2 seconds, consisting of several sub-actions.
(b). A fall starts from a standing still position, and ends when the body completely
contacts the ground.
(c). A person falls roughly in one direction.
(d). Within the falling period, the head will fall in a free fall manner.
Although people in all ages fall at one time or another in their lives, the elderly are
particularly at risk for falls that also have more serious effects. The factors increasing the
risk of falling include: improper balance, declined strength of muscle and bone, impaired
vision or hearing, unsafe conditions in and around home, gait inconsistency [13].
In terms of defense against such possible falls accompanied by aging, increasing the
exercise of the elderly to an appropriate level will effectively maintain their physical
strength and decrease the injuries caused by falls. However, except for the exercise
performed by the elderly themselves, there are other effective approaches to detect and
prevent falls. Three fall detection approaches are proposed in previous research,
including wearable-based, camera-based and ambience-based [18]. The wearable-based
fall detection is widely used due to the flexibility of accelerometers or gyroscopes in
measuring people’s movement. The details of this approach will be discussed in Chapter
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2. One example is that Tamura et al. [19] employs one tri-axis accelerometer and one
gyroscope to detect movement so that the wearable airbag is inflated once a fall occurs.

1.4

Challenges

For physical activity recognition and fall detection, we use wearable sensors with triaxis accelerometer to collect movement information from a human body. There are five
main challenges.
1) The first challenge is to determine how many sensors will be appropriate to collect
data. Theoretically, more sensors attached to different locations on the body will
increase the detection accuracy, because they provide more attributes to build and test
the classification model. However, there is a trade-off in the use of more sensors.
First, the number of attributes increases proportionally once the number of sensor
increases. Providing each tri-axis accelerometer has 3 attributes, there are 15
attributes when 5 sensors are attached to the body, which will make the classification
algorithm highly complicated. Especially in regular embedded system, the
computational capacity and on-chip memory cannot satisfy the complex algorithm
demands. For instance, the simple Naive Bayes classifier must perform 15
exponentiation operations to produce 1 classification result for 15 attributes, which
makes the ARM9 microprocessor perform quite slowly. Long time delay of each
calculation prohibits the real-time classification. In addition, more sensors also make
wireless communication among sensors more complicated, consume more power and
make the system less comfortable to use. Therefore, we do experiments to find out the
optimal number of sensors with an acceptable accuracy.
2) Another challenge is the sensor placement on a human body. Although different
locations on a human body can be used to attach sensors, such as at the head, chest,
wrist, waist, back, hip, thigh, calf and even foot, the movement information the
sensors provide varies. Thus some experiments must be performed to evaluate the
classifier performance on different sensor locations.

6

3) The third challenge is based on the variety of people’s physical activity as well as fall.
People have different physical activities, such as walking style and sitting postures.
Fall also varies in direction and speed. In order to denote the difference, we simulated
falls in various directions and record the time consumed, as shown in Table 1-1 the
timing of different falls, where all the falls are simulated from a static standing
position down to 34 cm height mattress. Fall time is defined as the time interval from
standing position to people’s body completely contacting the mattress. From Table
1-1, the fall time in different direction varies, with the average fall time less than
2000ms.These data are collected from one subject; data may vary among different
people. Due to the variety mentioned above, the traditional threshold classifier cannot
adapt to different individuals. Artificial intelligence classifier, such as neural network,
support vector machine as well as Naive Bayes algorithm, must be used to build
classification system.
Table 1-1 Timing of simulated falls in different direction from a static standing height to
34 cm height mattress

1
2
3
4
5
Average

Forward fall
(ms)

Backward fall
(ms)

Leftward fall
(ms)

Rightward fall
(ms)

1640
1510
1260
1370
1190
1394

1830
2060
1690
1760
1630
1794

1700
1560
1440
1560
1620
1576

1750
1700
1450
1560
1500
1592

4) The fourth challenge is the fall detection accuracy. The ideal system will accurately
detect every fall, and should not misclassify normal physical activity as fall so that no
false alarm is generated. This is challenging because some intensive physical activity,
such as walking fast could be misclassified as fall.
5) The last challenge is how fast the system can successfully detect a fall. The objective
of fall detection system is to generate a signal to trigger protection equipment and
finally prevent fall and related injuries to the elderly, one such a device is a wearable
airbag protection system. If the system detects fall fast enough, there will be adequate
time to switch on the protection equipment (e.g., inflate the airbag). Simple classifier
and appropriate data processing technique may increase the detection speed.
7

Figure 1.3 shows the timing of falling down. This also describes the relationship
between detection system and protection system. A testing subject starts in a standing still
position, and ends when the subject falls down to the ground. T1 is the time when subject
starts to fall. T2 is the time when the detection system detects subject’s falling down.
Based on the acceleration data collected at T2, the detection system starts to calculate.
Rectangle 2 is the duration of calculation. At T3 the detection system makes a decision
that the subject will fall and trigger the protection system. At T4 the protection system
takes action (e.g., completely inflate the airbag) then prevents a fall. Rectangle 3 is the
mechanical response time. T5 is the time when the body completely contacts the ground.
The duration between T1 and T5 is falling time (i.e., Rectangle 1), which is less than
2000ms. The duration between T2 and T3 (i.e., Rectangle 2) is the calculation time of
detection system. The duration between T3 and T4 (i.e., Rectangle 3) is the response time
of protection system. In one previous research, Tamura et al. designed a wearable airbag
to prevent fall injuries, where the airbag inflation average time was 121ms [19]. In
modern auto industry, the airbag can be fully inflated within approximately 60-80ms after
the first moment of vehicle contact. In order to successfully prevent a fall, the following
equation must be subject to:
Rectangle 2 + Rectangle 3 < Rectangle 1

(1.1)

In this thesis work, we only discuss the fall detection rather than protection, so a fast
algorithm with easy implementation must be selected to shorten the duration between T2
and T3 (Rectangle 2) to make the system more sensitive and accurate.
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Figure 1.3 Timing of falling down

1.5

Objectives of thesis work

The thesis work intends to design and implement a system that can recognize physical
activity and detect fall. The real-time system is designed for wearable application. The
basic requirements should be satisfied: (i) The system must be small, light weight and
easy to wear, (ii) The system must be able to recognize daily physical activity and detect
fall in real time with relatively high accuracy. The thesis work will be considered a
success if:
•

Recognize physical activity: The daily physical activity includes sitting, standing,
lying, walking and walking up the stairs. Since the system is originally design for
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the elderly, the running activity is excluded. The recognition accuracy should be
relatively high.
•

Detect fall: The system should detect falls in four directions: forward, backward,
leftward and rightward. Once a fall happens, it is able to generate an alert signal
immediately and indicate which direction the fall is. Meanwhile, the normal
physical activity won’t be misclassified as fall.

•

Evaluate different classifiers: Performance of popular artificial intelligence
classifiers will be evaluated, so that the optimal one is applied.

•

Evaluate the sensor placement on human body: Under exactly the same
algorithm and hardware, the senor is attached to different locations on human
body so that the performance is compared.

•

Evaluate the sensor numbers on human body: One sensor and two, or even
more than two sensors are used to collect acceleration data respectively. The
performance is also compared.

•

Evaluate different sampling rate: Using exactly the same hardware, the system
works in different sampling rates, then compare the detection results.

1.6

Structure of the thesis

Chapter 1 introduces the motivations of this thesis work, the characteristics of fall and
physical activity, as well as the objectives of thesis work. Chapter 2 is the literature
review, including previous work in this area. Chapter 3 describes the system in both
hardware and software, e.g., the sensor development platform as well as classification
strategy. Chapter 4 compares popular artificial intelligence algorithms in WEKA; finally
gives the details of how the real-time system recognizes physical activity and detects fall.
Chapter 5 describes how Naive Bayes classifier is implemented in the Sun SPOT sensors.
Chapter 6 and 7 present classification results, discussion and conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter reviews some previous literatures related to physical activity recognition
and fall detection. First, different approaches are reviewed and compared, since wearable
sensor with accelerometers has been proved to have more advantages. Second, the sensor
number and their placement are also discussed because they are important factors for
improving detection accuracy. Finally, another critical factor is the classification
algorithm, which not only determines the detection accuracy, but also limits the
implementation (e.g., operation speed, hardware requirement, etc.).

2.1

Different approaches

It is difficult to accurately measure all aspects of physical activity due to people’s
complex activity nature and diversified individual behaviors. The current available
measuring techniques can be grouped into five categories: behavioral observation, selfreport, physiological markers (e.g., heart rate, body temperature, ventilation), motion
sensors (e.g., pedometers, accelerometers), and indirect calorimetry, according to Plasqui
and Westerterp [20]. Previous researches have shown that physical activity are
recognized using body-mounted sensors [2] or by accelerometry [21]. Wearable
accelerometers and gyroscopes provide people’s movement information, which will be
further processed by filters or other classifiers.
For fall detection, there are three different approaches according to how fall is
detected: wearable device, ambience device and camera-based, as shown in Figure 2.1.
11

Figure 2.1 The hierarchy of approaches and classes of fall detection methods [18]
According to this hierarchy, three approaches have advantages and disadvantages, as
show in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 Comparison of three approaches of fall detection [18]
Definition
Wearable
device

Camerabased

Ambience
device

User wears
some devices
with embedded
sensors to
detect posture
or motion
Visualization
with camera

Use multiple
installed
sensors to
collect the data
when users are
closed to them

Typical
example
Accelerometer,
gyroscope,
mercury

Single or
multiple
cameras

Pressure
sensor to
obtain user’s
location
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Cheap; easy to
set up

High rate of false
alarm; the sensor is
intrusive

Monitor
The accuracy is very
multiple events
sensitive to lighting
simultaneously; condition, dim light in
less intrusive;
the night with poor
the recorded
performance; only
video for remote
indoor application;
and post
possible to divulge
verification
private matters
Cheap and non- We cannot discern if
intrusive
pressure is from the
user’s weight; They
cannot be visually
verified

The final objective of fall detection is to generate a fall alarm and trigger protection
system (i.e., an airbag or other means) so that people are properly protected. Some
previous research detect fall based on confirming people’s lying position on the ground.
While such a detecting strategy maybe have high accuracy, it could do nothing in
preventing falls or protecting people. Thus actual system should accurately detect
potential falls and trigger protection system before they cause serious injuries to people.

2.2

Sensor numbers and placement

In terms of detection accuracy, the number of sensors and their placement on the
body are two critical factors. The placement of sensors depends on the motivation as well
as the algorithm. In some applications, only one sensor is placed at a certain location and
used to collect movement information. However in other applications, more than two
sensors are used.
Previous research used one, two, three or five sensors to collect acceleration data,
either wired or wireless. More sensors might increase accuracy, but the shortcoming is
that wireless communications among sensors makes the system more complicated and
less reliable. In addition, more sensors considerably increase the computation time of the
microprocessor hence reduce performance of the classifier. Also wearing more sensors is
uncomfortable for the users.
Typical laboratory and clinical studies done using accelerometers are summarized in
Table 2-2.
From Table 2-2, there is variability in sensor numbers, placement and activities;
therefore it is not possible to directly compare classification accuracies between different
studies.
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Table 2-2 Laboratory and clinical studies done using accelerometers [21]

1
sensor

2
sensors
3
sensors

Author
Lee et al.
(2003, as
cited in [21])

Placement
1 back

NiScanaill et
al. (2006, as
cited in [21])
Hester et al.
(2006, as
cited in [21])

1 trunk,
1 thigh
1 wrist,
1 ankle,
1 walking
stick

4
sensors

Noury et al.
(2004, as
cited in [21])

1 chest,
1 wrist,
1 thigh,
1 ankle

5
sensors

Bao et al.
(2004, as
cited in [21])

1 wrist,
1 waist,
1 upper
arm,
1 thigh,
1 leg

2.3

Motivation
Physical activity: 5
static activities (stand,
sit, lower head, sit
down & lean against,
lie supine & prone) and
4 dynamic activities
(walk, run, up/down
stairs)
Remote sensor for
home care: sit, stand,
lie, walk
Stroke patients: motor
tasks at homeassessment of mobility
assistive devices (cane)
(accelerometer +
gyroscope)
PA young and old:
walking, postural
transitions
(accelerometers +
magnetometer),
orientation angles
Walking, sit and relax,
stand, watch television,
run, stretch, scrubbing,
fold laundry, brush
teeth, ride elevator,
walk + carry, read,
cycle, climb stairs,
vacuuming, lie down,
strength training, etc.

Algorithm
Thresholds to DC
(static), thresholds to
AC analysis
(dynamics), video
analysis

Means, thresholds,
SMS message on
GSM network
Dominant
frequencies, energy
aspects, crosscorrelations, autocovariance’s, NN,
threshold, wireless
transmission
Frequency spectrum
analysis

Mean, energy,
frequency domain
entropy, correlation
of acceleration data,
classifiers: C4.5
decision tree,
decision table, Naive
Bayes classifier,
instance based
learning (IBL)

Classification algorithm

Once the raw acceleration data are collected and processed, they are imported to a
classification algorithm and finally generate the results. An appropriate classification
algorithm not only improves the classification accuracy, but also simplifies the
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implementation, which makes it possible to realize real-time performance. The degree of
complexity of different classification algorithms varies from threshold-based schemes to
more advantages algorithms, e.g., artificial neural networks or hidden Markov models [2].
The classification algorithms are categorized into two classes: supervised and
unsupervised. Most algorithms in previous literatures belong to supervised machine
learning techniques. Table 2-3(a) (b) and (c) show 11 algorithms, related brief description,
advantages, disadvantages and related literatures.
Table 2-3(a) Typical machine learning techniques and literatures [2]
Machine
learning
technique
Thresholdbased
classification

Hierarchical
methods

Decision
trees

Brief description

Advantages

Disadvantages

Literature

Differentiate
between static
postures, identify
postural
transitions,
differentiate static
postures and
dynamic postures,
detect falls
Binary decision
structure
(decision tree
with two child
nodes)

Easy to
implement, fast
execution

Device needs
calibration,
fixed threshold
is hard to adapt
to different
individuals

Nyan et al.
(2006)

Fast execution,
suitable to realtime applications;
graphically
represented, easy
to understand
Fast execution;
faster to develop
and less user
intervention than
Hierarchical
methods;
graphically
represented, easy
to understand

It takes long
time to develop

Ermes et
al. (2008)

Over-sensitivity
to the training
set, to irrelevant
attributes and to
noise

Bao and
Intille
(2004);
Ermes et al.
(2008)

Being
constructed
automatically and
created a compact
set of rules from
root to leaf
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Table 2-3(b) Typical machine learning techniques and literatures [2]
Machine
learning
technique
k-nearest
neighbor

Artificial
neural
networks

Support
vector
machines

Naive Bayes
and Gaussian
mixture
models

Brief
description

Advantages

Disadvantages

Literature

Calculate the
distance of
unknown point
to known points;
classification is
determined by
the majority of
the k-nearest
neighbors
A flexible
mathematical
function
configured to
represent
complex
relationships
between inputs
and outputs
Based on finding
optimal
separating
decision
hyperplanes
between classes
with the
maximum
margin between
patterns of each
class
Based on the
estimated
conditional
probabilities or
likelihoods of
the signal
patterns
available from
each activity
class

Developed
rapidly, highly
versatile, classify
a large range of
different
activities

Slower on-line
execution than
decision tree

Preece et al.
(2008)

Flexible, classify
a large range of
different
activities,
accurate results

Slow to train
and test, difficult
to implement
some types of
networks

Ermes et al.
(2008)

Powerful and
popular, possible
to work reliably
with difficult and
noisy
classification
datasets

Very slow to
train with large
datasets and
difficult to set
their kernel type
and kernel
parameters

Zhang et al.
(2006)

Simple to
develop, rapid
execution, high
accuracy

Based on the
weak
assumption of
feature
independence

Wu et al.
(2007)
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Table 2-3(c) Typical machine learning techniques and literatures [2]
Machine
learning
technique
Fuzzy logic

Markov
models

Combining
classifiers

Unsupervised
learning

Brief
description

Advantages

Derived from
A small number
fuzzy set theory.
of previous
It allows
studies
mapping from a
demonstrate
set of inputs to
good
one or more
classification
outputs via a set
accuracies
of if-then
statements
called rules
Graphical
It works well as
models
a single
containing
classifier and for
information on
improving the
the probability
performance of
of transition
other classifiers
between
different activity
states
Combine the
Provide
outputs of
complementary
different
decisions and
classifiers to
improve the
improve the
overall accuracy
performance,
e.g., majority
voting, stacked
generalization or
boosting
For analysis and Provide insight
interpretation of into the structure
data without the of activity data
need of labels,
within the
identify clusters
feature space
of related
patterns in the
feature space

Disadvantages

Literature

Difficulties in
construction of
appropriate
membership
functions

Boissy et al.
(2007)

NA

Ward et al.
(2006)

Consume more
computational
resources and
memory

Lester et al.
(2005, 2006)

Always require
some input from
the user

Nguyen et
al. (2007)

For a specific activity recognition problem, different classifiers can be evaluated in
order to maximize the performance, such as accuracy and operation speed. However,
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Preece et al [2] present that “there is no classifier which performs optimally for a given
activity classification problem”. Each classifier has advantages and disadvantages. While
selecting classifier, more than one factor should be considered, depending on the actual
requirement. Accuracy, easy of development and speed of real-time execution are most
critical factors.

2.4

Summary

Three aspects of related research have been reviewed. For the detection approach, the
wearable device overtakes the camera-based as well as ambience device, because it
provides users free mobility, suitable for indoor and outdoor applications. Previous
researchers use various numbers of sensors to collect acceleration data, but it is difficult
to simply compare results in different systems, due to the variety of sensor placement as
well as classifier algorithm. Therefore, before a system is physically implemented, we
should collect acceleration data from sensors attached to different locations and compare
classification algorithms, based on which an optimal solution will be proposed.
A wearable real-time system is designed to meet the requirement both in outdoor and
indoor applications. Additionally, there should be a suitable hardware development
platform, which not only has internal tri-axis accelerometers, but also has powerful
microprocessor to handle all tasks.
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Chapter 3

System Overview

In this chapter, the hardware components are introduced. The Sun SPOT wireless
sensor is used as the hardware development platform, which collects acceleration data
and accomplishes calculation operation. Based on the hardware platform, two working
modes are designed for indoor and outdoor application respectively. Then the software
component is also discussed, including the training and testing strategy.

3.1

Hardware components

The hardware consists of two Sun SPOT wireless sensors and a laptop. There are two
application modes: wireless sensors with laptop computer and wireless sensors without
laptop computer.

3.1.1 The Sun SPOT wireless sensor
The Sun SPOT (Sun Small Programmable Object Technology, shown in Figure 3.1)
is a small, wireless, battery-powered Java programmable embedded device designed for
flexibility. The Sun SPOT sensor is primarily made up of a sensor board and a processor
board. The basic unit includes accelerometer, temperature and light sensors, radio
transmitter, eight multicolored LEDs, 2 push-button control switches, 5 digital I/O pins, 6
analog inputs, 4 digital outputs, and a rechargeable battery [22]. An embedded
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ARM920T microprocessor is used to coordinate the tasks it performs. With the wireless
module, the sensors can communicate among themselves wirelessly to build a wireless
sensor network. In one set of the Sun SPOT kit, there are two sensors and a receiver
which connects to a PC.

Figure 3.1 Sun SPOT sensor
The wide application range of Sun SPOT includes robotics, environmental
monitoring, asset tracking, proactive health care and many others. In our design, the Sun
SPOT performs as the acceleration sensor and the data processing center to recognize
people’s daily physical activity and detect fall.
The reasons we select the Sun SPOT because the hardware platform includes: (i) The
tri-axis accelerometer with maximum -6G to +6G acceleration range is able to detect
people’s daily physical activity and unexpected fall; (ii) The on-board 180MHz, 32-bit
ARM920T microprocessor is able to implement complex algorithm; (iii) Its light weight
and small size make it easy to be attached to the testing subjects; (iv) The battery is able
to keep the system running for a maximum of 7 hours without recharging; (v) The 8
multi-color LEDs on board can be used to display the detection result; no other display
equipment is required.
The Sun SPOT device application development platform is supported via standard
IDEs such as NetBeans. Also the Sun SPOT Software Development Kit (SDK) provides
the necessary documentation, code samples and software to help users develop
applications for SPOTs [23].
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On the sensor board, a LIS3L02AQ accelerometer is embedded, which consists of a
Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) sensor element. When the accelerometer
leans from its nominal position, the MEMS sensor causes an electrical imbalance that is
read via the demo sensor board's analog-to-digital converter. The raw voltage value is
then converted to g-force units. The accelerometer can be set to measure accelerations
over a scale of either ± 2g or ± 6g [24]. In order to detect fall in a big range of
acceleration, the acceleration is configured to a scale of ± 6g.
Figure 3.2 shows the components involved in reading acceleration from the
accelerometer. The MEMS sensor of the LIS3L02AQ accelerometer is capable of
measuring acceleration over a maximum bandwidth of 4.0 KHz for the X and Y axis and
2.5 KHz for the Z axis [24]. After the sample and hold process in the LIS3L02AQ
accelerometer, the data go through a single-pole low-pass filter to reduce noise from each
output pin of the accelerometer. This low-pass filter is a 0.01µF capacitor on Sun SPOT
sensor board with a cutoff frequency of 160Hz. The ADT7411 analog-to-digital converter
can perform a conversion at maximum sampling rate of 22.2 KHz. Finally the digital
signals are further processed in the ARM9 processor.

Figure 3.2 Components involved in reading the accelerometer [24]
There are 2 working modes depending on the various applications. Mode 1 is
designed for indoor application and mode 2 is designed for outdoor application.

3.1.2 Mode 1: wireless sensors with a laptop computer
Mode 1 operation is shown in Figure 3.3. The two Sun SPOT sensors are attached to
the chest and to the right thigh of a testing subject. Sensor 1 (i.e., the master sensor)
receives raw data from sensor 2 (i.e., slave sensor), processes all the data to generate
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classification results, and sends the results and raw acceleration data to a receiver. The
receiver is connected to a laptop computer via USB interface. In the laptop terminal, once
the receiver catches the coming data, data will be displayed on the monitor in real time.
User can monitor the movement of a testing subject and record related data in designated
files for further processing. Mode 1 is particularly designed for indoor application, whose
user interface is designed on the laptop.

Figure 3.3 Mode 1: wireless sensors work with a laptop computer

3.1.3 Mode 2: wireless sensors without a laptop computer
Figure 3.4 shows the Mode 2 operation in which the two Sun SPOT sensors work
without a laptop computer. The same as in Mode 1, the two sensors are still attached to
the chest and to the right thigh respectively. Sensor 1 (master sensor) receives raw data
from sensor 2 (slave sensor), processes all the data to generate a classification results.
However, the results are not sent to other device. The eight multicolored LEDs on the
sensor board indicate recognition result or generate fall alert signal. For example, LED_1
represents pattern_1, LED_2 represents pattern_2, LED_7 indicates fall alert signal, etc.
Once a particular pattern is detected, its corresponding LED will light up immediately.
Although mode 2 cannot provide detailed acceleration data, it is primarily designed for
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outdoor application and provides users flexibility (e.g., when the user is running or
walking).

Figure 3.4 Mode 2: wireless sensors work without a laptop computer

3.2

Software component

In the sensor terminal, both training and testing processes are critical to make the
system perform well. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the block diagram of the training
and testing progress respectively. In the training process, acceleration data of a known
activity (e.g., simulated falls, sitting, standing, lying, walking, walking up the stairs) are
firstly cut into small windows, and useful feature is extracted in each window. Then the
data are used to build a Gaussian model for each attribute, and finally the Naive Bayes
classifier is ready to test unknown data.
In the testing process, acceleration data of unknown activity are also cut into small
windows with feature extraction. These data go through the Naive Bayes classifier to
produce recognition result.
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Figure 3.5 Block diagram of the training progress

Figure 3.66 Block diagram of the testing progress
People’s physical activities vary in a broad range, which depend on their age (e.g., the
elderly walk slower than the young people), gender as well as different styles (e.g.,
(
the
walking style varies among people
people); even the same person performs different physical
activity at different time. Additionally
Additionally, various falling speed and direction increase the
hardship of fall detection. Based on the strategy of training and testing, a machine
learning approach is supposed to make the system adapt to various users. During the
training process, the characteristic
characteristics of physical activity
tivity of a particular user are extracted
and recorded by the system so that the testing results are more accurate and reliable. The
laptop computer terminal receives raw acceleration data, classification result and displays
the results on a GUI.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

In this chapter, we describe how the raw acceleration data collected from the
accelerometer are processed and physical activity is recognized and fall is detected. First,
the raw data are pre-processed in the time domain to window into small segments with a
fixed window size. Then the specific feature is extracted from each window for further
processing. Finally, an optimal classifier is selected from popular machine learning
algorithms; WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) [25] is used as a
comparison platform, in which off-line simulations are performed based on the
acceleration data collected from the sensors.

4.1

Windowing technique

Before raw acceleration data going through the Naive Bayes classifier, raw acceleration data
must be pre-processed using a windowing technique in order to increase classification

accuracy. Windowing technique is used to divide the sensor signal into smaller time
segments (i.e., windows) and classification algorithm is applied separately on each
window, which means each window produces a classification result. Without the window
technique, algorithms have to process each sample data, which becomes ineffective (e.g.,
the FFT algorithm is able to extract useful information in frequency domain within an
appropriate length of window size rather than a single data sample).
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4.1.1 Three popular windowing techniques
Three different windowing techniques have been used in activity monitoring, which
are sliding windows, event-defined windows and activity-defined windows [2].
1) Sliding window: With the sliding window method, the signal is divided into
windows of fixed length with no inter-window gaps, as shown in Figure 4.1. The
window size (i.e., the number of samples) is dependent on particular application. For
gently changing signals (e.g., sitting still on the chair), a bigger window size is
adequate; for intensely changing signals, such as an unexpected fall or running on the
athletic ground, a smaller window size obviously works better. The sliding window
approach does not require complex processing of the sensor signal and is therefore
ideally suited to real-time applications. Due to its implementation simplicity, most
activity classification studies have employed this windowing technique [2].

Figure 4.1 Sliding windowing technique: fixed window size
2) Event-defined window: In event-defined windows, pre-processing is required to
locate specific events, such as heel strike or toe-off. Once the events are located
successfully, windows are defined successively. Provided that the duration of these
events vary in time domain, the size of these windows is not fixed. In order to
identify heel strike and toe-off, different approaches have been proposed [2].
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3) Activity-defined window: Activity-defined window is another approach, where the
most critical technique is to identify the activity transition points, which are then
used to define windows of raw data. For example, the acceleration data will change
intensively when the user starts to run from a stand still position. Once the activity
transition point is determined by a certain algorithm, the two windows representing
running and standing are defined respectively. A number of methods have been
proposed to identify activity-transition points prior to explicitly identifying the
specific activities [2].

4.1.2 Selecting sliding window approach
The three approaches mentioned above have their own applications. As such, in order
to recognize physical activity and detect fall in real time, the sliding window approach
with a fixed window size is chosen since it is simple to implement into embedded
systems. The window size for pre-processing is very important in detection accuracy.
Small window will misclassify pattern while big window has a potential to misclassify a
fall (e.g., if falling time is much less than the window time, the fall will be ignored).
Large window size has low performance in fast movement recognition.
After numerous experiments, it has been found that 0.2 second is a good window time
for detecting fall, which means a classification result is produced in every 0.2 second. At
a 20Hz sampling rate, the window size is 4 samples. As mentioned before, the
characteristics of fall is different among different individuals, so a specific window time
maybe meets the requirement of other individuals.

4.2

Feature extraction

In each small time domain segment, useful features are to be extracted as the input to
the classifier. Fall and physical activity have some specific features which can be used to
distinguish one from others.
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4.2.1 Features of fall and physical activity
Due to the characteristics of falls, such as maximum or minimum peak in time
domain, falls can be differentiated from normal physical activity, such as standing or
walking.
Figure 4.2 shows the fall orientations: forward, backward, leftward and rightward and
how the sensors are attached on the testing subject.

Figure 4.2 Fall orientations
Figure 4.3 illustrates the characteristics of falls, in which each type of fall is trained 3
times respectively. All the data in Figure 4.3 are collected by Sensor 1 at the chest. The
horizontal axis is sample window, and the vertical axis is the acceleration value before
normalization. The peaks in Figure 4.3 displays forward, backward, leftward and
rightward fall very well. Forward (Peak_1 to Peak_3) and backward fall (Peak_4 to
Peak_6) have obvious peaks in acceleration Z axis (dash line in green color), negative
and positive peak respectively. Leftward (Peak_7 to Peak_9) and rightward fall (Peak_10
to Peak_12) have obvious peaks in acceleration X axis (solid line in blue color), positive
and negative peak respectively. In addition, acceleration Y axis (dot line in red color)
cannot be used to classify different falls, because each type of fall has a positive peak in
Y axis direction. However, this attribute is able to detect falls from normal physical
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activity efficiently. During the training of falls, all the peak values are recorded to build
models in classifier.

Features of falls
Acceleration (m/s2) before
normalization

80
60
40
20
0
-20

1

4

7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 82 85 88 91 94 97 100103106109

-40
-60
-80

X-axis

Y-axis

Z-axis

Figure 4.3 Features of falls. Each peak represents a fall
In terms of physical activities, Figure 4.4 shows the average acceleration data before
normalization. The acceleration data are collected from one sensor attached to the thigh
of a testing subject. Each pattern is sampled 100 data, and then calculated the mean value.
Based on various acceleration values in three axes, five physical activities can be
differentiated. Obviously, the static postures are easy to be classified, but it is possible to
misclassify walking and walking up the stairs.
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Acceleration (m/s2) before
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Average acceleration data of physical activities
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Figure 4.4 Average acceleration data of each physical activity

4.2.2 Feature extraction approaches
Numerous approaches have been proposed to generate features which characterize
windows of acceleration data. The features rather than raw data are processed by specific
classification algorithm.

Before advanced classification algorithms are applied to

features, some methods for selecting optimal features from a larger set and methods for
reducing dimensionality of features can be used to process the data [2].
Time-domain features: Time
Time-domain features are derived directly
rectly from a window of
acceleration data. Popular features include static values such as mean, root mean square,
standard deviation, etc.
Frequency-domain
domain features
features: The window of raw data must be transformed into
frequency domain to produce the frequency
frequency-domain features. Fast Fourier transform
(FFT) is an effective algorithm to accomplish this transition. The output of a FFT
typically generates a group of coefficients which represent the amplitudes of the
frequency components of the signal as well as the distribution of the signal energy [2].
For periodical movement, such as running and walking, frequency
frequency-domain
domain features
indicate more useful information than time
time-domain features.
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Wavelet analysis (time-frequency features): The advantage of wavelet analysis is to
investigate both time and frequency characteristics of a signal. Discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) is mostly employed in activity monitoring. The wavelet analysis has
been applied to three different types of issue in activity monitoring, which are signal
enhancement, identification of transition points and generation of time-frequency features
[2].
In this real-time application, time-domain feature performs better than frequencydomain feature or wavelet analysis due to the limitation of computation resource. Some
time-domain features (mean, root mean square, and standard deviation) are compared and
evaluated. Table 4-1 shows the time-domain feature definition. After simulation, the
mean works better than others, with a higher accuracy.
Table 4-1 Time-domain feature definition
Feature
Mean

Definition
x=

Root mean square

xrms =

Standard deviation

σ=

1 n
∑ xi
n i =1

x12 + x22 + ... + xn2
n

( x1 − µ ) 2 + ... + ( xn − µ )2
n

where µ is the mean value
As shown in Figure 4.5, every 4 samples (i.e., S1 to S4) make up one window. On
each window, the mean value is calculated to produce mean_1, mean_2, etc. As time rolls
on, the window jumps forward 0.2 second (i.e., 4 samples). Since this approach is very
easy to implement, it is ideally appropriate for real-time application in embedded system.

Figure 4.5 Four samples make up one window
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4.3

Algorithm evaluation criteria

Evaluating the performance of different algorithms is critical. Based on the training
data collected from previous steps, a classifier is built up to classify an unseen instance.
In order to select the optimal algorithm, algorithm evaluation criteria are proposed. The
evaluation is important for understanding the quality of the classifier and for choosing the
most acceptable classifier [26].
Different criteria are used to evaluate the classifiers. Obviously, classifiers providing
high accurate results are favorable. In terms of other performances, the computational
complexity and the comprehensibility are two important aspects.
1) Accuracy: Accuracy is the degree of closeness of measurements of a quantity to its
actual (true) value. In our application, accuracy is equal to correctly classified
measurements divided by total measurements. High accuracy provides more reliable
and satisfied classification results. In the application of fall detection, whether the
system can successfully detect falls depends on the accuracy of the classifier. Low
accuracy cannot guarantee the protection system will perform correctly when a fall
really happens.
2) Computational complexity: Computational complexity is another important
criterion for comparing algorithms. It is defined as the amount of CPU consumed by
each classifier [26]. The computational complexity is described in three aspects.
a) Computational complexity for generating a new classifier: When the training
data have many attributes and massive instances, the complexity is prohibitively
expensive to generate the classifier based on the provided training data. For
example, Neural Network algorithm has more computational complexity than
OneR (one level decision tree) in generating a new classifier.
b) Computational complexity for updating a classifier: It is necessary to update the
current classifier with new data to make it properly adapt to users.
c) Computational Complexity for classifying a new instance: In real time
application, this type of complexity is the most critical factor. Computationally
expensive algorithm limits classification speed, and even misses useful data
when the microprocessor is calculating.
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3) Comprehensibility: Comprehensibility criterion refers to how well humans grasp
the classifier. In some applications, users not only require high accuracy, but also
intend to interpret how the classifier makes decisions, which benefits non
professionals to be confident of the classification results. Some classifiers with
complex algorithms are considered as black-box since they are difficult to understand,
such as neural networks and support vectors machines [26]. But classifiers like one
level decision tree are easy to interpret, referred to transparent-box algorithm.
As described above, the accuracy and complexity can be quantitatively estimated, but
the comprehensibility is more subjective.

4.4

Popular data mining algorithms

The theories of some popular artificial intelligence algorithms are described,
including decision tree, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) and Naive Bayes. The advantages and disadvantages of each method are
discussed.

4.4.1 Decision tree: C4.5
Decision tree is a popular type of data mining algorithm. It consists of nodes and
branches connecting the nodes. The top node of the tree, defined as the root, includes all
the training data, which are finally split to classes. The bottom nodes of the tree are called
the leaves, indicating classes. All nodes except the leaves are defined as decision nodes,
where training examples are split into distinct classes based on one attribute [27]. In the
testing progress, every new testing data goes into a specific branch from the root,
following a matching path to a particular leaf.
One example is given to demonstrate how this algorithm works. For students live in
Saskatoon, we assume that picking Saskatoon berry is an event which depends on three
attributes (features): weather (F1), availability (F2), and berry farm (F3). Rainy day is not
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suitable for outdoor activity; heavy work (preparing for exam or seminar) is also not
suitable; if the berry farm is closed, picking berry is unavailable. Table 4-2 shows the
training data for building up a decision tree. Eight set of data are collected, from D1 to
D8.
Table 4-2 Training data for building up a decision tree

Data

F1
Weather

F2
Availability

F3
Berry farm

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8

Sunny(1)
Sunny(1)
Rainy(2)
Rainy(2)
Sunny(1)
Sunny(1)
Rainy(2)
Rainy(2)

Light work(1)
Heavy work(2)
Light work(1)
Heavy work(2)
Light work(1)
Heavy work(2)
Light work(1)
Heavy work(2)

Open(1)
Open(1)
Open(1)
Open(1)
Closed(2)
Closed(2)
Closed(2)
Closed(2)

F4
Pick Saskatoon
berry
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Based on the training data in Table 4-2, a decision tree is built up in Figure 4.6. At
each decision node, a specific feature is used to split the data into different branches until
the data reaches a leaf.

Figure 4.6 Decision tree for picking Saskatoon berry
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There are numerous algorithms based on the decision tree principle. C4.5 is a typical
algorithm, one of best-known and most widely-used learning algorithms. It is an
extension of Quinlan's earlier ID3 algorithm, which uses Shannon’s entropy as a criterion
for selecting the most significant features:
Entropy (S)= ∑

−

∙

( )

(4.1)

where pi is the proportion of the examples belongs to the ith class [27].
At each decision node, available attributes are evaluated by information gain, which
is equal to information entropy before splitting subtracts information entropy after
splitting [27]. The attribute with greatest information gain is selected to split the data
most effectively. The procedures are repeated until the data cannot be split any further.
When constructing the decision tree, the time complexity for sorting is expressed as O
(nlog n). It can be estimated that the complexity drastically increases when there are
many attributes and each attribute has many numeric values.
C4.5 includes the features: permit numeric attributes, deal sensibly with missing
values, and prune to deal with noisy data. The last research version is C4.8, which is
implemented in WEKA as J48 (Java).
The main advantages of the decision tree as a classification tool include [27]:
l

Decision tree is self-explanatory and comprehensible, and even non-professional
users can grasp it.

l

Decision tree can handle both nominal and numeric input attributes.

l

Some decision trees can handle both continuous and discrete attributes.

l

Decision tree can handle datasets that may have errors, or missing values.

The main disadvantages include [27]:
l

As decision trees use the "divide and conquer" method, they tend to perform well
if a few highly relevant attributes exist, but less so if many complex interactions
are present.

l

Decision tree is limited due to its over-sensitivity to the training set, to irrelevant
attributes and to noise.
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4.4.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Support vector machines (SVM) are supervised learning methods for classification
and regression. Similar to other classifiers, the SVM classifier is firstly trained, and then
unknown samples go through the classifier to be categorized. In the training progress, a
hyperplane is constructed in a high or infinite dimensional space to classify data into one
of the two categories (i.e., category 0 or 1). In the testing progress, it predicts whether a
new sample falls into one category or the other.
Although more than one type of hyperplane can separate the data, an optimal
hyperplane which has the largest distance to the nearest training data points of any class
is selected. The geometric distance between two categories of training data is defined as
the functional margin. Sine in general the larger the margin the lower the generalization
error of the classifier, a good algorithm should maximize the functional margin under
some constraints.
For simple linear SVM, the optimal hyperplane is achieved by solving the following
optimization problem. Find a vector w to maximize the margin, the same as
minimize Ф( ) =

, subject to

(

+ ) ≥ 1 ∀ . The details of SVM

algorithm can be found in a tutorial [28]. In some applications, non-linear SVM works

better because the original input space can always be mapped to some higher-dimensional
feature space where the training set is separable. In the transformation Φ: x →φ(x), a
kernel function is used to correspond to an inner product in some expanded feature space.
Typical kernel functions include:
l

Linear: K ( xi , x j ) = xi T x j

l

Polynomial of power p: K ( xi , x j ) = (1 + xiT x j ) p

l

Gaussian (radial-basis function network): K ( xi , x j ) = exp( −

l

Sigmoid: K ( xi , x j ) = tanh( β 0 xi T x j + β1 )

|| xi − x j ||2
2σ 2

)

The best choice of kernel function for a given problem is still a research issue.
Unlike multi-class applications such as neural networks or even multiclass support
vector machines (MSVMs), simple SVM can only classify data with a binary strategy.
However researchers expand simple SVM to make it handle multi-class problems. One
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approach is to train and test data in the one-against-all method, which separates one class
from the others. Provided a k classes problem, one must build k SVM models. Another
common approach is only to distinguish between two classes (the one-against-one
method). Provided a k classes problem, we must build

∙(

)

SVM models.

SVM has been used successfully in many real-world problems, such as text (and
hypertext) categorization, image classification, bioinformatics (protein classification,
cancer classification) and hand-written character recognition.
The advantages of SVM include [29]:
l

By selecting the kernel function, SVM is flexible of choosing the form of the
threshold distinguishing one class from another.

l

It does not need to represent the space explicitly, simply by defining a kernel
function.

l

SVM produces a unique solution, since the optimality problem is convex.

The weakness of SVM includes [28]:
l

It is sensitive to noise. A relatively small number of mislabeled examples can
dramatically decrease the performance.

l

The best choice of the kernel function for a given problem is still a research issue.
Even a certain kernel function has been fixed, the relevant parameters are not
easy to decide, such as the Gaussian kernels the width parameter, as well as the
value of ɛ in the ɛ-insensitive loss function.

l

The speed and size of SVM both in training and testing limit SVM’s performance.
The high algorithmic complexity and extensive memory requirements of the
required quadratic programming in large-scale tasks cannot satisfy real-time
applications.

l

The optimal design for multiclass SVM classifiers needs further research.

4.4.3 Neural Network
Neural network is another popular algorithm that can be used for data classification.
Inspired by the working principle of human brain, which basically learns from experience
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based on myriads of neurons, researchers propose artificial neural network. It is a
mathematical model to simulate the structure and functional aspects of biological neural
networks. An interconnected group of artificial neurons (called nodes) as well as the
weight values make up of the artificial neural network structure. Figure 4.7 is a graph of a
simple neural network with three layers (input layer, hidden layer and output layer).
Changing of its connection weights (training) causes the network to learn the solution to a
problem. The strength of connection between the neurons is stored as a weight value for
the specific connection. The system learns new knowledge by adjusting these connection
weights. The learning ability of a neural network is determined by its architecture and by
the algorithmic method chosen for training [30]. Neural network is an adaptive non-linear
statistical data modeling system.

Figure 4.7 A simple neural network with three layers [31]
In the training progress, data go through hidden layer to determine the weight value
between neurons. The weight values are assigned random values at the beginning, and
during the training progress it can be adjusted by the difference between target output and
actual output. ∆

= ( − ) , where t is the target output, o is the actual output

generated by the perceptron and

is a positive constant as the learning rate. The ∆

used to update the weight value (i.e., ∆

+
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→

is

). After training, each weight value

between neurons is fixed. In the testing progress, with the fixed weight value, unknown
data enter the neural network to calculate the actual output, which represents the class it
belongs to.
Since the neural network can be used to recognize and match complicated, vague, or
incomplete patterns, it has a wide application range. Prediction (learning from past
experience, e.g., predict weather), classification (e.g., image processing), recognition
(handwriting recognition), data association, data conceptualization, data filtering as well
as planning are concrete applications.
The advantages of neural network include:
l

It can adapt to unknown situations.

l

It is robust with fault tolerance due to network redundancy.

l

It is capable of autonomous learning and generalization.

The disadvantages include:
l

Low comprehensibility because the whole processing is considered to be a black
box, not easily to interpret.

l

When the input data increase, the computational complexity of the structure of
the network increases dramatically. For real-time classification, large
computational complexity limits the processing speed both in training and testing.

4.4.4 Naive Bayes
Naive Bayes classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier based on Bayes’ rule. The
probability of event H given evidence E is represented as ( | ) =

( | )∙ ( )
( )

, where

p(H) is the probability of event before evidence is seen, and p(H|E) is the probability of
event after evidence is seen. Provided p(E|H), p(H) and p(E) are known, p(H|E) can be
easily calculated.
It is assumed that all attributes of an instance are equally important and statistically
independent. Although the independence assumption is incorrect (e.g., the tri-axis
acceleration values in the master sensor have specific relationship), this Bayes model
works well in practice.
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In the physical activity recognition application, four attributes and five classes are
important parameters, as shown in Table 4-3. Five classes include sitting, standing, lying,
walking and walking up the stairs, and the four attributes are A1 to A4.

Table 4-3 Parameters of the Naive Bayes classifier

Class (C)

Number
5

Attribute
(A)

4

Specification
C1: sitting, C2: standing, C3: lying, C4: walking, C5: walking
up the stairs.
A1, A2, A3:acceleration x, y, z from the master sensor,
A4: | a |= ax2 + ay2 + az2 from the slave sensor.

The actual Naive Bayes classifier is shown in the following probability model [32]:
p (C | A1 ,K, An ) =

n
1
p (C )∏ p ( Ai | C )
Z
i =1

(4.2)

in which Z is a scaling factor depending only on A1 through An, C is the class variable,
A1 through An are independent attributes variables, and p(C) is called class prior
probability.
Since each instance has four attributes which are all numeric acceleration data (e.g.,
acceleration value in x-axis is 0.65 g), we assume that all the attributes have a normal or
Gaussian probability distribution. The probability density function for the normal
distribution is defined by two parameters:
Sample mean:

Standard deviation:

= ∑
σ=

(4.3)

(

)

⋯ (

)

(4.4)

Then the density function f(x) is:
( )=

√

e

(

)

(4.5)

The mean and standard deviation depend on the attribute of Class C. Then after the
training process, all the related means and standard deviations are calculated and the
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Gaussian probability distribution models are built up. Each class has four attributes and
there are five classes, thus we build up 20 Gaussian models. In the testing process, given
a

particular
(

i.e.,
(

|

,

|

raw
,

,
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,

data,

five
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)

) and (

probabilities
(
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One example for calculating sitting probability is shown below:

p(sit|A , A , A , A ) = p(sit) ∙ p(A |sit) ∙ p(A |sit) ∙ p(A |sit) ∙ p(A |sit)

(4.6)

p(stand|A1, A2, A3, A4)

= p(stand) ∙ p(A |stand) ∙ p(A |stand) ∙ p(A |stand) ∙ p(A |stand)

(4.7)

where p(sit)=1/5 and
(

|

,

,

,

(

|

) to

⋯⋯

(

|

) have a Gaussian distribution. If

) has the highest probability than others, a decision is made that the

particular raw data belongs to class 1, which means the subject is sitting.

Naive Bayes classifier works surprisingly well (high accuracy), even if the attributes
are not completely independent. The classification doesn’t require accurate probability
estimates as long as maximum probability is assigned to correct class. The computational
complexity is also low, suitable for real-time application.
However, too many redundant attributes will increase the computational complexity
and decrease the classification accuracy. The most important attributes should be selected.
In addition, many numeric attributes are not normally distributed, so we have to use
kernel density estimators depending on the actual application.

4.5

Algorithm evaluation in WEKA

The 4 classifiers discussed above have advantages and disadvantages. In order to
select an optimal algorithm with high recognition accuracy as well as low complexity in
system implementation, the algorithms are compared and evaluated. In real-time
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application, time is a crucial parameter to evaluate algorithms which recognize physical
activity and detect fall. The selected algorithm should not only detect falls as accurate as
possible, but also generate fall alert signal as fast as possible. Low accuracy of fall
detection is not able to prevent falls; slow algorithm needs more time for calculation so
that protection system becomes ineffective.

4.5.1 Introduction to WEKA
The tool we use for comparing different algorithms is WEKA (Waikato Environment
for Knowledge Analysis), developed at the University of Waikato, New Zealand. WEKA
provides an extensive collection of machine learning algorithms and data preprocessing
tools, which enables the comparison of different machine learning methods on new data
sets. The algorithms in WEKA can be used for regression, classification, clustering,
association rule mining and attribute selection. The data to be processed are described by
a fixed number of attributes (numeric or nominal attributes and some other types) [25].
One of WEKA’s strengths is that it contains a collection of visualization tools and
algorithms for data analysis and predictive modeling. Machine learning algorithms such
as Artificial Neural Network, Decision Tree and Naive Bayes can be easily realized in
WEKA. All classifiers in WEKA are fully implemented in Java, which enables the tool
run on almost any modern computation platform. WEKA’s source code is easy to access
due to its open source policy.
Figure 4.8 is the WEKA Explorer user interface. Four attributes are AccelX_thigh,
AccelY_thigh, AccelZ_thigh and Accel_chest, where the first three attributes are
acceleration data from the sensor attached to the thigh, and Accel_chest is the
acceleration data from the sensor attached to the chest. Five classes include sit, stand, lie,
walk and walk up the stairs. Forty training data of each class are imported to build up the
classifier model, represented by class histogram in Figure 4.8. The graphic user interface
enables the data to be processed by different classifiers.
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Figure 4.8 The WEKA Explorer user interface

4.5.2 Algorithm comparison result
In order to evaluate the algorithms mentioned above, an experiment environment is
set up. Two Sun SPOT sensors with tri-axis accelerometers are attached to the chest and
the right thigh of a 23 years old female subject. The acceleration data collected from
those sensors are processed offline in WEKA, and all algorithms perform with the default
setting. The laptop running WEKA is a 1.6GHz processor with 512 MB memory.
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In physical activity recognition, compared with threshold-based method, artificial
intelligence method has more advantages both in accuracy and implementation.
Obviously calibration is needed in threshold-based method, and fixed threshold cannot
adapt to the variance of different people, which decreases the system accuracy. Some
popular artificial intelligence methods, including ZeroR, Support Vector Machine (SVM),
OneR, C4.5, Neural Network and Naive Bayes, are compared and evaluated in WEKA.
Six algorithms run with exactly the same input data: 4 attributes, 200 train data and 486
test data. There are 5 patterns to be trained and tested: sitting, standing, lying, walking
and walking up the stairs.
Table 4-4 shows the algorithms comparison results. In terms of accuracy, Naive
Bayes algorithm overtakes the others with 87.9% accuracy, while Support Vector
Machine (SVM) is 64.40%, and ZeroR is only 20.6%. As an embedded system, less
power consumption is required. The power consumption increases proportionally as long
as a complicated algorithm is used as the real-time classifier, because it always consumes
more CPU cycles in each classification progress. Also the parameter of “time to build the
model and generate classification results” is critical for evaluating algorithm’s
implementation. SVM algorithm consumes 2190ms to build the model, while Naive
Bayes algorithm consumes very little time. Therefore, Naive Bayes algorithm is selected
as the optimal algorithm with a relatively high accuracy as well as less processing time.
Table 4-4 Algorithms comparison results
Algorithm

Algorithm Name
in WEKA

Correctly
Classified
Instances
(%)

Incorrectly
Classified
Instances (out
of 486)

ZeroR
SVM
OneR
C4.5
Neural
Network
Naive
Bayes

rules.ZeroR
functions.SMO
rules.OneR
J48
functions.MultilayerPerceptron
bayes.NaiveBaye
Simple

20.6
64.4
74.7
81.1
84.6

386
173
123
92
75

Time to build
model and
generate
classification
results
(millisecond)
<1
2190
<1
550
940

87.9

59

<1
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Chapter 5

Implementation

In this chapter, implementations of the system in the Sun SPOT sensors and in the
laptop computer are described. The program flow chart in the master sensor, the training
and testing strategies are also provided. In the laptop terminal, a graphic user interface
(GUI) is used to display the acceleration data in real time. Figure 5.1 is the block diagram
of the system set-up for Mode 1 and Mode 2. Mode 2 is in the dash box, in which Sun
SPOT Slave sensor sends acceleration data to the Master sensor wirelessly, and the
Master sensor processes data to perform classification. Mode 1 is illustrated in the solid
box. In Mode 1, Sun SPOT Slave sensor sends acceleration data to the Master sensor;
Master sensor accomplishes all the calculation and sends the classification results as well
as raw acceleration data to the Sun SPOT receiver; then the Sun SPOT receiver is
connected to the laptop computer via a USB interface. Classification results and raw
acceleration data are displayed in the laptop computer.
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Figure 5.1 Block diagram of the system set-up for Mode 1 and Mode 2

5.1

Implementation on Sun SPOT

Sun SPOT sensors are the core processing units. Slave sensor and master sensor work
together to collect and process raw acceleration data, and finally produce classification
results. As mentioned in Chapter 4, there are 4 attributes required in this application,
where the master sensor provides 3 attributes (X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis accelerations),
and the slave sensor provides 1 attribute (|a| = √

+

+

).

5.1.1 Slave sensor
The only task the slave sensor performs is to sample the raw acceleration data at a
specific rate then send to the master sensor. No calculation or further processing is
performed. Once the switch 1 (i.e., pushbutton 1) on the slave sensor board is activated,
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the slave sensor starts sampling data and sends. A red LED lights up to indicate working
status of slave sensor. Figure 5.2 is the pseudocode in the slave sensor.

Monitor switch 1 (i.e., pushbutton 1) on slave sensor
If switch 1 is pressed
LEDs[7] lights up in red
Get roundDouble data accel.getAccel()
//Get the forth attribute data
Send data to master sensor
//Send data to master sensor
Sleep (1000/SAMPLE_RATE);
//SAMPLE_RATE=20Hz
Endif

Figure 5.2 Pseudocode in the slave sensor

5.1.2 Master sensor
The master sensor is the core processing unit, where all the calculation and
classification are accomplished. In both training and testing process, the master sensor
firstly receives the fourth attribute from the slave sensor, and then implements further
processing and calculation on the collected data. Figure 5.3 shows the flow chart of the
master sensor.

1) Training:
Switch 1 is used to start the training process, and five patterns (sitting, standing, lying,
walking and walking up the stairs) are trained serially. After that, switch 2 is used to start
the testing process. Pseudocode in Figure 5.4 is for monitoring the switch press. The
LEDs[0] indicates pattern 1. Once training of pattern 1 finishes, the color of LEDs[0] will
change from red to blue.
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Figure 5.3 Flow chart of the master sensor

Monitor switchPressed (ISwitch sw)
If switch 1 is pressed
LEDs[0] lights up in red
Train pattern 1
LEDs[0] lights up in blue
LEDs[1] lights up in red
Train pattern 2
LEDs[1] lights up in blue
…
LEDs[4] lights up in red
Train pattern 5
LEDs[4] lights up in blue
Else if switch 2 is pressed
LEDs[7] lights up in red
Test data and produce results
LEDs[7] lights up in blue
Endif

//Monitor switch 1 and switch 2
// switch 1 starts training, train patterns serially
//LEDs[0] color is red when training
//LEDs[0] color becomes blue after training

// switch 2 starts testing
//LEDs[7] color is red when testing
// Call test function
//LEDs[7] color becomes blue after testing

Figure 5.4 Pseudocode to monitor the switch press for both training and testing progress
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In each training process, the raw acceleration data are cut into small windows, and the
mean of each window is calculated. All these mean values are used to build a Gaussian
model, where mean and standard deviation are two critical parameters. Figure 5.5 is the
code to train data. Variable “m1” is the mean of the first attribute, and “dev 1” is the
standard deviation of the first attribute.

public float[] trainData(int classNum){
//Train data
float m1, m2, m3, m4, dev1, dev2, dev3, dev4;
//Define mean_1, mean_2…,
std_deviation_1…
NormalDistributionEstimator est1, est2, est3, est4;
est1 = new NormalDistributionEstimator();
//Create normal distribution estimator
est2 = new NormalDistributionEstimator();
est3 = new NormalDistributionEstimator();
est4 = new NormalDistributionEstimator();
float[] accelGroup = new float[4];
for (int i = 0; i < trainSamplesNum; i++) {
try {
float accelX = 0f, accelY = 0f, accelZ = 0f, accelS = 0f;
for (int j = 0; j < windowSampleNum; j++) {
// windowSampleNum=4
accelX = accelX + roundDouble(accel.getAccelX() * ENLARGE); //Attribute 1
accelY = accelY + roundDouble(accel.getAccelY() * ENLARGE); //Attribute 2
accelZ = accelZ + roundDouble(accel.getAccelZ() * ENLARGE); //Attribute 3
accelS = accelS + roundDouble(this.get_subData() * ENLARGE);
//Attribute 4, from slave sensor
Utils.sleep(1000 / SAMPLE_RATE);
// Set sample rate,
SAMPLE_RATE=20Hz
}
accelX = accelX / windowSampleNum;
//Calculate mean
accelY = accelY / windowSampleNum;
accelZ = accelZ / windowSampleNum;
accelS = accelS / windowSampleNum;
accelGroup[0] = accelX;
accelGroup[1] = accelY;
accelGroup[2] = accelZ;
accelGroup[3] = accelS;
sendWindowData(accelGroup, classNum);
// Send train data to host
est1.addValue(accelX, 1.0f);
//Update normal distribution estimator 1
est2.addValue(accelY, 1.0f);
//Update normal distribution estimator 2
est3.addValue(accelZ, 1.0f);
//Update normal distribution estimator 3
est4.addValue(accelS, 1.0f);
//Update normal distribution estimator 4
} catch (IOException ex) {
ex.printStackTrace();
}
}

Figure 5.5 The code to train data
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After training, some important parameters are extracted from raw acceleration data.
Table 5-1 shows the parameters of each pattern to build the Gaussian model. Since the
floating point operation in ARM9 microprocessor is not as efficient as integer arithmetic
operation, the raw acceleration data are enlarged by 100 times to simplify the calculation,
as shown in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1 Parameters of each pattern to build Gaussian model

Sitting

Standing

Lying

Walking

Walking
up the
stairs

Mean
Standard
Deviation
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Mean
Standard
Deviation

A1 (g*0.01)
-7.98201
4.757196

A2 (g*0.01)
-32.9249
3.285977

A3 (g*0.01)
100.3155
1.896776

A4 (g*0.01)
95.341
2.624813

-0.36251
4.598349

-104.837
1.632812

-26.3729
6.829213

110.7419
0.61885

-20.1195
14.68993

-9.62339
3.86268

101.0137
2.937374

93.17715
1.649006

-5.93784
16.37643

-113.608
27.48725

-5.10875
26.119

131.3549
25.0675

-15.9607
11.06533

-109.788
34.63792

13.71509
22.49708

114.0934
26.40725

Based on the data in Table 5-1, we visualize the Gaussian distribution models of each
pattern, as shown in Figure 5.6 to Figure 5.9. In Figure 5.6, the horizontal axis represents
the acceleration data in X-axis (master sensor) before normalization, and the vertical axis
represents the probability density. Five different colors are used to denote five patterns,
similarly to Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. From the four figures, five patterns can
be differentiated due to the obvious peaks.
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Figure 5.6 Gaussian distribution models of attribute 1, acceleration in X-axis

Figure 5.7 Gaussian distribution models of attribute 2, acceleration in Y-axis
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Figure 5.8 Gaussian distribution models of attribute 3, acceleration in Z-axis

Figure 5.9 Gaussian distribution models of attribute 4, acceleration in the slave sensor
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In terms of fall detection, we make some modification in the training process to
improve the detection accuracy. As mentioned above, mean and standard deviation are
two important parameters in the Gaussian model. Falls can be distinguished from normal
physical activity due to their characteristics, according to Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 in
Chapter 4, e.g., forward fall has a negative peak in Z-axis acceleration; backward fall has
a positive peak in Z-axis acceleration, leftward fall has a positive peak in X-axis
acceleration; rightward fall has a negative peak in X-axis acceleration. Based on these
characteristics, in the training process, each type of fall is trained three times, and the
mean of the Gaussian model is replaced by half the average peak value of three falls. This
modification makes the classifier detect different falls more accurately. The different fall
patterns can also generate similar Gaussian models.

2) Testing:
After training, switch 2 (i.e., pushbutton 2) is activated to start testing process.
Multicolor LEDs are also used to denote testing status. Raw acceleration data are firstly
divided into small windows, and the mean of each window is calculated. Then the mean
is imported to the Gaussian models to calculate probability.
Recall the principle of Naive Bayes in Chapter 4, we have the following equations.
p(sit|A1, A2, A3, A4)

= p(sit) ∙ p(A |sit) ∙ p(A |sit) ∙ p(A |sit) ∙ p(A |sit)

p(stand|A1, A2, A3, A4)

= p(stand) ∙ p(A |stand) ∙ p(A |stand) ∙ p(A |stand) ∙ p(A |stand)

p(lie|A1, A2, A3, A4)

= p(lie) ∙ p(A |lie) ∙ p(A |lie) ∙ p(A |lie) ∙ p(A |lie)

p(walk|A1, A2, A3, A4)
p walk

= p(walk) ∙ p(A |walk) ∙ p(A |walk) ∙ p(A |walk)p(A |walk)

(5.1)

(5.2)
(5.3)

(5.4)

A1, A2, A3, A4
= p walk

∙ p(A |walk ) ∙ p(A |walk ) ∙ p(A |walk ) ∙ p(A |walk )

(5.5)

where p(sit), p(stand), p(lie), p(walk) and p(walkup) are called prior probabilities. Since
the training data of each pattern are sampled with the same number, their prior
probabilities are equal to a constant value 1/5. Since there are five patterns or classes,
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each unknown testing data will produce five probabilities. The pattern with highest
probability is considered as the classification result. Code in Figure 5.10 is for testing and
generating classification results; each operation process consumes about 200ms.

public int testData(float[] guassianParaPattern1, float[] guassianParaPattern2, float[]
guassianParaPattern3, float[] guassianParaPattern4, float[] guassianParaPattern5) {
int result = 0;
float[] data = new float[4];
try {
float accelX = 0f, accelY = 0f, accelZ = 0f, accelS = 0;
for (int j = 0; j < windowSampleNum; j++) {
accelX = accelX + roundDouble(accel.getAccelX() * ENLARGE);
accelY = accelY + roundDouble(accel.getAccelY() * ENLARGE);
accelZ = accelZ + roundDouble(accel.getAccelZ() * ENLARGE);
accelS = accelS + roundDouble(this.get_subData() * ENLARGE);
Utils.sleep(1000 / SAMPLE_RATE);
// Set sample rate
}
accelX = accelX / windowSampleNum;
//Calculate mean
accelY = accelY / windowSampleNum;
accelZ = accelZ / windowSampleNum;
accelS = accelS / windowSampleNum;
data[0] = accelX;
data[1] = accelY;
data[2] = accelZ;
data[3] = accelS;
double[] pPattern = new double[5];
pPattern[0] = calculateGuassian(guassianParaPattern1, data);
//Calculate probability
pPattern[1] = calculateGuassian(guassianParaPattern2, data);
pPattern[2] = calculateGuassian(guassianParaPattern3, data);
pPattern[3] = calculateGuassian(guassianParaPattern4, data);
pPattern[4] = calculateGuassian(guassianParaPattern5, data);
double maxProbability = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
// Find the max probability
if (maxProbability < pPattern[i]){
maxProbability = pPattern[i];
result = i+1;
// Make the decision based on max probability
}
}
sendWindowData(data, result); //Send the testing data and classification result to host
} catch (IOException ex) {
ex.printStackTrace();
}
return result;
}

Figure 5.10 The code for testing and generating classification results; each operation
process takes about 200ms
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5.2

Implementation on laptop

According to Figure 5.1 the block diagram of the system set-up, although all the data
collection and data processing are accomplished on Sun SPOT sensor, a user-friendly
graphic user interface (GUI) on laptop will provide users more details. GUI can display
raw acceleration data of all axes in real time. In indoor application, users can monitor the
movement of themselves, as shown in Figure 5.11 to Figure 5.13. The acceleration data
of five physical activities are displayed. These data are collected when the sensor is
attached to the thigh of the testing subject. Horizontal axis is time; vertical axis represents
acceleration (unit g). Green curve is the acceleration data in X-axis; Blue curve is the
acceleration data in Y-axis; Red curve is the acceleration in Z-axis.

Figure 5.11 GUI displays physical activity: sitting (left), standing (middle), and lying
(right)
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Figure 5.12 GUI displays physical activity: walking. Left picture shows the original
display; right picture is enlarged by 4 times in the horizontal axis

Figure 5.13 GUI displays physical activity: walking up the stairs. Left picture shows the
original display; right picture is enlarged by 4 times in the horizontal axis
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Once the raw data are received in the laptop, extensive computation on the data can
be performed in the laptop, such as FFT, wavelet transf
transform. Inn addition, the memory
space in each Sun SPOT sensor is limited ((512K RAM and 4M Flash),
), which cannot
satisfy long term monitoring. Thus we store the receiving data in .CSV file, and users can
access it anytime. Figure 5.14 shows the acceleration data are stored before normalization.
normalization
From column A to column D are data, and the last column shows the class index. Class 1
means sitting, class 2 means standing, etc.

Figure 5.14 Acceleration data are recorded in a “.CSV” file
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Chapter 6

Results and Discussion

This chapter includes four parts: (1) Evaluate sampling rate when recognizing
physical activity. Accuracy comparison at different sampling rates on the Sun SPOT is
discussed and an optimal sampling rate is selected. (2) Evaluate physical activity
recognition when one sensor is used. The accuracy comparison is discussed when
attaching only one sensor at different location on the human body. The location which
provides the most useful information is determined.

(3) Evaluate physical activity

recognition when two sensors are used. (4) Evaluate fall detection.
All the sampling data are collected from the same subject, with each activity trained
160 times and tested 400 times.

6.1

Sampling rate evaluation

Previous research mentioned the bandwidth of the characteristic mobility data is less
than 3 Hz [33]. Based on the Nyquist Sampling Theorem, the sampling rate should be at
least two times the original signal frequency without losing useful information. Provided
that the signal is sampled at an extremely high sampling rate, the sampled signal is
extremely close to the actual signal, and fewer details are lost. However, high sampling
rate may cause redundant data, which will slow down the processing speed.
In this test environment, only one sensor was attached to the right thigh of the subject
and 5 physical patterns were trained and tested. There are 40 training sets as well as 100
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testing sets for each pattern. Each segment was a 0.2 second time-domain window and
each segment produced a classification result.
Table 6-1 shows the testing result. The data were sampled at a frequency from 5Hz to
40Hz. Five patterns were performed. The accuracy of each pattern at a particular
sampling rate was calculated. Then the overall accuracy was also calculated. The
accuracy increases with the increasing sampling rate as shown in Figure 6.1. The
accuracy ranges from 84% to 87.8%. However, beyond 20Hz, there is not much gain in
accuracy. Therefore, for this particular testing environment, 20Hz is selected as the
optimal sampling rate.
Table 6-1 Accuracy (%) comparison with different sampling rates
Sampling
rate
Sitting
Standing
Lying
Walking
Walking up
Overall

5Hz

10Hz

20Hz

30Hz

40Hz

100
100
100
36.1
80
84

100
100
100
60
63.27
84.8

100
100
100
53.13
82.65
87.55

100
100
100
57.14
77
87

100
100
100
61.7
74.23
87.8

Accuracy and Sampling Rate
89%
88%
87%
86%
85%
84%
83%
82%

87.55

87.80
87.00

84.80
84.00

5Hz

10Hz

20Hz

30Hz

40Hz

Figure 6.1 Accuracy (%) variance with different sampling rates
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6.2

Evaluation of physical
hysical activity recognition with one sensor

As mentioned in the previous chapter, different sensor placement on a human body
will provide different movement information. For example, the sensor attached at the
thigh provides more information than at head when the testing subject is walking.
Experiments were performed to evaluate the physical activity recognition system.
At the 20Hz sampling rate, one sensor was attached to different locations: thigh, calf,
and chest. Acceleration in x, y, and z axes provide three attributes for the Naive Bayes
classifier. Figure 6.2 shows the accuracy variance when one sensor is attached to
different locations. Physical activities are displayed; A: sitting; B: standing; C: lying; D:
walking; E: walking up the stairs
stairs. The
he first six bars represent the recognition accuracy
accur
when the sensor is at the thigh.
From Figure 6.2, when one sensor is attached to the thigh, it provides the highest
overall accuracy, 87.55%. Static
tatic physical activities are recognized accurately. When one
sensor is at the calf, this location has the lowest overall accuracy, only 69.22%. Less than
50% sitting and walking up the stairs can be recognized successfully. When one sensor is
attached to the chest, standing is often misclassified as other patterns because a very light
sway may cause the misclassification. As a result, if using only one sensor to recognize
physical activity, the best location is attaching it to the thigh.

One Sensor at Different Locations

41

Overall

D

B

A

Overall

E

D

C

B

C

Calf

E

45.83

40.65

A

62

E

53.13

91
78.60

69.22

C

64.10

Thigh

100

99

D

100

B

100

A

87.55
82.65

Overall

100 100 100

Chest

Figure 6.2 Different accuracy (%) with one
ne sensor at different locations: thigh, calf and
chest. A: sitting; B: standing; C: lying; D: walking; E: walking up the stairs
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In order to evaluate the performance of a classifier, confusion matrix is used to
indicate the results. In a confusion matrix, the horizontal direction denotes that the pattern
actually happens, while the vertical direction denotes the “classified as” patterns. For
example, there are 96 samples in D pattern, but 14 of them are misclassified as B, 31 of
them are misclassified as E, only 51 samples are correctly classified.
Table 6-2 is the confusion matrix of the classification results when one sensor is
attached to the thigh. From the table, static physical activities, such as sitting, standing or
lying, are accurately recognized. But 46.8% walking is misclassified as walking up the
stairs or standing; 17% walking up the stairs is misclassified as walking.
Table 6-2 Confusion matrix of the classification results when one sensor is attached to
the thigh
Physical Activity
A:Sitting
B:Standing
C:Lying
D:Walking
E:Walking up the stairs

6.3

A
104
0
0
0
0

A
B
C
D
E

Classified As
B
C
D
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
100
0
14
0
51
1
0
16

E
0
0
0
31
81

Evaluation of physical activity recognition with two

sensors
At the 20Hz sampling rate, two sensors were attached to different locations: right
thigh & right calf, right thigh & chest, and left thigh & right thigh. The master sensor was
always attached to the right thigh, and the slave sensor changed locations. Acceleration in
x, y, and z axes in the master sensor provided three attributes for the Naive Bayes
classifier, and the slave sensor provided the fourth attribute. Figure 6.3 shows the
accuracy variance when two sensors are attached to different locations. In Figure 6.3,
different physical activities are displayed; A: sitting; B: standing; C: lying; D: walking; E:
walking up the stairs.
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For overall accuracy, Figure 6.3 indicates that the combination of left thigh and right
thigh has the highest accuracy than the others. No matter what the combination is, the
system with two sensors achieve
achieves higher accuracy than one sensor. Different combination
of two sensorss shows little variance in accuracy (89.78%, 89.80% and 90.52%).. Thus, if
two sensors are available, for best accuracy, attaching them to the left thigh and the right
thigh is the solution.
Two Sensors at Different Locations

Thigh + Calf

Thigh + Chest

100 100 100

Overall

E

D

C

B

90.52
80.41
70.53

A

E

D

C

75.79 72

89.80

Overall

100 100 100

B

Overall

E

D

89.78
76
72.73

A

100

C

B

A

100 100

Left thigh + Right thigh

Figure 6.3 Different accuracy (%) with two sensors at different locations: thigh + calf,
thigh + chest, left thigh + right thigh. A: sitting; B: standing; C: lying; D: walking; E:
walking up the stairs
The confusion matrix in Table 6-3 shows the classification results when two sensors
sen
are attached to the left and the right thigh, where 29% walking is misclassified to walking
up the stairs and 19% walking up the stairs is misclassified to walking. Static physical
activity is classified accurately.
Table 6-3 Confusion matrix
atrix of the classification results when two sensors are attached
ttached to
the left thigh and to the right thigh
Physical Activity
A:Sitting
B:Standing
C:Lying
D:Walking
E:Walking
alking up the stairs

A
108
0
0
0
0

A
B
C
D
E
62

Classified As
B
C
D
0
0
0
98
0
0
0
98
0
0
0
67
0
0
19

E
0
0
0
28
78

6.4

Evaluation of fall detection with two sensors

In fall detection, the master sensor is attached to the chest because the sensor at the
chest can provide more movement information than other parts when the subject is falling
down. The slave sensor is attached to the right thigh. In Figure 6.4, a testing subject
wearing two sensors falls down from a static standing position to a 34 cm height mattress.

Figure 6.4 Fall detection environment
Recalling Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1, the timing of falling down is illustrated. The actual
testing experiments demonstrate that the calculation time of fall detection system (i.e.,
fall detection time) is about 200ms. The calculation time plus the mechanical response
time of the protection system is about 300ms, which is much less than falling time
(2000ms). That means with current technique a fall can be successfully prevented.
In this application, falls are supposed to be detected from static standing and walking.
There are 6 recognition patterns: forward fall, backward fall, leftward fall, rightward fall,
standing and walking. In the training process, each type of fall is serially performed 3
times (4 types of fall * 3 times = 12 times); standing and walking are performed 8
seconds respectively. In the testing process, each type of fall is performed about 20 times,
totally about 80 times; standing and walking are performed 20 seconds respectively.
Fall detection is considered to be positive if the detector properly recognizes a fall, to
be negative if it does not. So there are four cases:
1) True positive (TP): a fall occurs, the device detects it.
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2) False positive (FP): the device announces a fall, but it did not occur.
3) True negative (TN): a normal (no fall) movement is performed, the device does not
declare a fall.
4) False negative (FN): a fall occurs but the device does not detect it.
In order to evaluate the performance of different fall detection systems, Noury et al.
[34] proposed a criterion, called sensitivity.
Sensitivity =

TP
TP + FN

(6.1)

It is used to evaluate the capacity to detect a fall. Higher sensitivity indicates that the
fall detection system could detect falls accurately with less false alarms.
Table 6-4 shows the testing results, a confusion matrix of the fall detection results.
Different activities are represented by A to F. Totally 88 falls are performed, and each
fall is successfully detected as fall; although one particular fall is possible to be classified
as another fall (e.g., forward fall is classified as leftward fall once and backward fall once,
as shown in Table 6-4). Normal activities (i.e., standing or walking) are impossible to be
recognized as falls, indicating there is no false alarm while the user is wearing this system
in daily life.
Table 6-4 Confusion matrix of the fall detection results
Activity
A: Forward fall
B: Backward fall
C: Leftward fall
D: Rightward fall
E: Standing
F: Walking

A
B
C
D
E
F

Classified As
B
C
D
E
1
1
0
0
18
1
2
0
0
19
0
0
1
1
18
0
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
2

A
22
1
1
2
0
0

F
0
0
0
0
0
98

Table 6-5 shows the statistic of the fall detection results. In the second column, 24
forward falls are performed, and the fall detection system detects 22 forward falls, 1
backward fall, and 1 leftward fall. Thus the sensitivity is 22/24, 92%. Backward fall is 82%
sensitivity; leftward fall is 95% sensitivity; rightward fall is 82% sensitivity. Seventy
seven falls are exactly detected out of 88 falls, so the overall sensitivity is 87.5%.
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Table 6-5 Statistic of the fall detection results
Fall
Exactly
detect/Fall
Sensitivity %

6.5

Forward

Backward

Leftward

Rightward

Overall

22/24

18/22

19/20

18/22

77/88

92

82

95

82

87.5

Comparisons

The thesis work is compared with a previous thesis work [35] in different aspects.
Table 6-6 Thesis work comparisons

Hardware

Sensor
numbers
Sensor
locations

Previous thesis work [35]

My thesis work

Wearable device [36] (tri-axis
accelerometer, gyroscope, heart
beat sensing circuit, RF-ready
microcontroller)
Single; double

Sun SPOT wireless sensor module
(tri-axis accelerometer, ARM9
microprocessor)

One sensor at chest, second
sensor at thigh

One sensor: thigh; chest; calf
Two sensors: (1)left thigh + right
thigh; (2)right thigh + chest;
(3)right thigh + right calf
Preprocess raw data (form small
windows), apply algorithm on each
window

Single; double

Data
preprocessing
(window
technique)
Sampling rate
Accuracy

Use instant data samples as the
input signals to classifier

Real-time
analysis
Graphic user
interface
Timing
analysis

No

5Hz, 10Hz, 20Hz, 30Hz, 40Hz
(1)Physical activity recognition:
One sensor: 87.55%
Two sensors: 90.52%
(2)Fall detection:
Two sensors:87.55% sensitivity
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

40 Hz
Single node: 99.403%
Double nodes: 99.7817%
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Chapter 7

7.1

Conclusion and Future Work

Conclusion

In order to recognize physical activity and detect fall, the characteristics of normal
physical activity and fall were studied, based on which, a wearable real-time system is
designed. The hardware platform is the Sun SPOT sensor with tri-axis accelerometer,
which is used to collect acceleration data. In terms of algorithm, some popular artificial
intelligence algorithms were evaluated and compared, including ZeroR, Support Vector
Machine (SVM), OneR, C4.5, Neural Network and Naive Bayes, rather than traditional
threshold approaches. Offline data processing is performed in WEKA. The evaluation
results indicate that Naive Bayes algorithm works better than other popular algorithms
both in accuracy and implementation in this particular application.
The real-time system is designed to work in two modes. Mode 1 is particularly for
indoor applications, where a GUI provides more data details in the computer used as a
monitor. User can monitor the movement of a testing subject and record related data in a
designated folder for further processing. Mode 2 is primarily designed for outdoor
applications, because it only displays the classification results with multicolor LEDs on
the Sun SPOT, providing users more flexibility.
We successfully implemented the Naive Bayes classifier in the Sun SPOT sensor. In
order to evaluate the sampling rate, acceleration data are collected while testing subject
performs normal physical activity. As the sampling rate increases, from 5 Hz to 40 Hz,
there is not much gain in accuracy for the sampling rate higher than 20 Hz. Therefore, for
this particular testing environment, 20Hz is selected as the optimal sampling rate. But for
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other subjects in different age and different activity patterns, the sampling rate should be
further evaluated.
Normal physical activities include sitting, standing, lying, walking and walking up the
stairs. If only one sensor is available to recognize physical activity, the best location is
attaching it to the thigh as this provides a maximum of 87% overall accuracy. If two
sensors are available, the combination of the left thigh and the right thigh is the best
option. This combination gives a maximum 90% of overall accuracy. The system with
two sensors performs better than that with only one sensor in terms of accuracy.
In fall detection, forward, backward, leftward and rightward falls have been detected.
We attached one sensor to the chest, another sensor to the thigh to collect acceleration
data. The results showed that all falls were successfully detected; although one particular
fall was possible to be classified as another fall. Normal physical activity is not
misclassified as fall, indicating there is no false alarm for the use of this system in daily
life to detect and prevent fall. The overall sensitivity of the fall detection is about 87%.
The time for the system to detect a fall is about 200ms in actual testing experiments,
which is much less than the fall time of a subject which is about 2000ms. This fast
detection provides plenty of time for an effective fall prevention device to activate.
Although a real-time wearable system is successfully designed and implemented for
physical activity recognition as well as fall detection, there are still limitations. All the
experiment data were collected from a young healthy subject, and all the classification
evaluations were based on those data. In order to find the best solution for a wide range
of population with different activity styles, more data should be collected from subjects in
various ages.

7.2

Future work

Using acceleration data collected from the Sun SPOT sensors attached to a human
body, people’s daily activity and energy expenditure (EE) can be estimated and
monitored for long term health problem investigation. In many metabolic disorders,
measuring daily energy expenditure is necessary [37]. The current gold standard for
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measuring energy expenditure is the doubly labeled water (DLW), which provides
accurate measurement results. Unfortunately, DLW is rarely used for large populations
due to its high cost. Compared to DLW, researchers have developed prediction equation
to estimate energy expenditure based on accelerometry and subject characteristics. Kong
Y. Chen and Ming Sun [38] have estimated energy expenditure by combining
acceleration of all three axes in both linear and nonlinear models. For example, in the
linear estimation model, physical activity energy expenditure (EEack) is estimated by
EE

(k) = a × H(k) + b × V(k)

(7.1)

where aL and bL represent the regression parameters in the linear equation; H(k) is the
square root of the sum of squared signals of the X-axis and Y-axis (i.e., x + y ) at the

kth minute; V(k) is the acceleration in Z-axis at the kth minute. Once the appropriate
parameters aL and bL have been fixed, equation 7.1 can be used to predict physical
activity energy expenditure.
Another future exploration is to use the system to realize telemedicine, as shown in

Figure 7.1. Since the Sun SPOT wireless sensors have a built-in HTTP networking
capability to interact with a remote server, such as the Twitter service (a social
networking and microblogging service). The local data can be transmitted to the remote
server; meanwhile the commands or other data can be sent back to the local sensor from
the remote sever. In the telemedicine application, local acceleration information and
classification results are firstly transmitted to the local laptop wirelessly. The laptop then
sends data to the remote server, where the data are stored. Users in remote laptop 1 and
remote laptop 2 can log in the remote server to access the stored acceleration information
and classification results. Based on this strategy, the medical staffs or the user’s relatives
and friends at remote terminal can access user’s data anytime.
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Figure 7.1 Future exploration: telemedicine, remote laptops access the data via a remote
server
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